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Warm Welcomes

It's been a great year with you, in your CMS debut. We hope that you will continue to teach us things that are new.

Fond Farewells

This year, we are sad to say goodbye to a very important member of the CMS community. Ms. Stevens, grew up in Lexington, MA and currently resides in Acton, MA. She has been part of the CMS community for 16 years. She has mostly worked at Peabody, except for one year where she tutored at Sanborn. In her free time, Ms. Stevens enjoys reading, knitting, and walking on the beach. She graduated from the University of Wisconsin and Boston University, and then went on to teach in Quincy, MA, Salt Lake City, UT, and Acton-Boxborough High School. Ms. Stevens, we are sorry to see you go, and will miss your patience, organizational skills, and most of all, your sense of humor.

Another member of the Special Education department will happily retire at the end of this school year. Ms. Kinniburgh's hometown is Swampscott, MA, but currently lives in Littleton, MA. Before joining the CMS community, Ms. Kinniburgh worked in private schools in the Boston area, one year in Connecticut, and several years with the C.A.S.E Collaborative. She has worked at Peabody for 4 years, as well as Sanborn for 12. Ms. Kinniburgh has two sons and has been with her partner, Bruce, for 11 years. Recently, she visited Kenya on a safari and observed a wide variety of impressive animals. During her time away from CMS, she likes to garden, hike, and cross-country ski. Ms. Kinniburgh, CMS was lucky to have had you on our staff, and we will miss your patience and optimism.
Eighth Graders
The Yearbook Committee was responsible for thirty pages of writing and pictures. These devoted individuals worked hard every meeting to produce this magnificent book. Special Thanks: Photographers Rachael, Sara, Liz, Alyssa, Aliya, and Willa. Extra Special Thanks: Anna Shulman and Ella Leininger, our editors. The two of them worked incredibly well with our staff, and took the lead in the creation of this book. Special Kudos: Mingxi Wu for our SPECTACULAR front cover, and Adam Rainis for his MVP effort on multiple pages in the book. My twenty third year was fun from beginning to end. Happy Reading!!
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Peabody Superlatives

Best dressed
Calissa Grady  Chris Norton

Most academic
Margaret Hedeman  Chao Cheng

Most outgoing
Lizzie Cunningham  Henry Beguelin

Best smile
Bella McKinney  Toby Kleyn

Most athletic
Mireille Manzella  Tucker Boyton

Best hair
Lia Sgarzi  Johnny Hudson

Best eyes
Lauren Burniak  Owen Bailey

Funniest
Rayuen Heath  Jackson Champey
Sanborn Superlatives

Most Athletic
Maddy Vergura  Mats Olsen

Most Academic
Mariya Shtiliyanova  Logan Dick

Most Outgoing
Claire Smith  Ryan Baker

Best Hair
Rebecca Gayheart  Michael DaRosa

Best Dressed
Addison Hagan  Sam Huff

Funniest
Paola Loy  David Luby

Most Musical
Nikki Bott  Seji Otsu

Best Smile
Daisy Kielty  Jack Pollock
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"We gain strength, and courage, and confidence by each experience in which we really stop to look fear in the face... we must do that which we think we cannot."

-ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

"There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it."

-EDITH WHARTON

"It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light."

-ARISTOTLE ONASSIS
Sixth Grade Spaghetti Supper
CMS

50% Starbucks vs. Dunkin’ Donuts 50%

37% Thanksgiving vs. Halloween 63%

23% Birthdays vs. Christmas 77%

18% Twitter vs. Instagram 82%

74% Katy Perry vs. One Direction 26%

57% Bruins vs. Red Sox 43%

31% Frozen Yogurt vs. Ice Cream 69%

26% Burger King vs. McDonalds 74%

82% Texting vs. Calling 18%

47% Adidas vs. Converse 53%

85% iPhone vs. iPad 15%

51% Uggs vs. Bean Boots 49%
Polls

66% New York vs. L.A. 34%

75% Dogs vs. Cats 25%

66% Mind Reading vs. Extra Strength 34%

41% Amusement Park vs. Beach 59%

76% Candy vs. Chips 24%

61% Stripes vs. Polka Dots 39%

85% Apple vs. Windows 15%

51% Tea vs. Coffee 49%

66% Football vs. Baseball 34%

43% Vanilla vs. Chocolate 57%

18% Divergent vs. Hunger Games 82%

33% Winter vs. Summer 67%
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2013-2014 CMS Sports Teams

Boys Soccer

Girls Soccer

Cross Country

Field Hockey

Girls Basketball

Boys Basketball

Boys Baseball

Girls Softball
7th Grade Barbecue

[Images of students]
OVERPLAYED SONGS

ROAR
KATY PERRY

WRECKING BALL
MILEY CYRUS

SAFE AND SOUND
CAPITAL CITIES

BEST SONG EVER
ONE DIRECTION

WHAT DOES THE FOX SAY?
YELVIS

I NEED YOUR LOVE
CALVIN HARRIS FEAT. ELLIE GOULDING

HARLEM SHAKE
BAAUER

HO HEY
THE LUMINEERS

JUST GIVE ME A REASON
P!NK

THRIFT SHOP
MACKLEMORE AND RYAN LEWIS

ROYALS
LORDE

APPLAUSE
LADY GAGA

CLARITY
ZEDD

WAKE ME UP
AVICII

SWEATER WEATHER
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

BLURRED LINES
ROBIN THICKE
| Talia isn't obsessed with horses | Alyssa's last name is spelled right | Owen doesn't like country music | Henry B. doesn't play ice hockey | Mark B. doesn't play soccer | Willa B. can't make a perfect bun | Matthew B. doesn't like cars | Tucker isn't friends with everyone | Rosie doesn't have something to say | Peter B. has good handwriting |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|----------------------------|--------------------------------|-----------------------------|--------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Michael B. doesn't wear bowties | Sara B. eats a piece of bacon         | Caroline's outfits aren't amazing| Jason is on the bus everyday    | Jackson doesn't have a snack in every class | Luis stops wearing glasses | Laurie wears a dress | Chao is actually in class | Henry C. doesn't skateboard | Alfred gets a buzz cut |
| Jeff C. takes something seriously | Scott remembers to wear his glasses | Lizzie isn't outgoing | Meghan C. doesn't like to read | Robert doesn't wear kakis | Maggie doesn't play tennis | Mark D. doesn't flip his hair | Michael D. hates | Lauren D. hates pink |
| Chloe F. hates music           | Rebecca isn't an amazing storyteller | Sarah F. doesn't tap dance       | Sophie stops playing basketball | Izzy F. isn't a hippie | Emily G. and Julia don't ride horses | Andrew hates beef jerky | Zoe works at a peanut factory | Maddy G. doesn't say random things | Calissa isn't an amazing ballet |
| Keedron stops playing his 30s | Phoebe doesn't play goalie in soccer | Jake isn't funny                 | Lauren H. doesn't have a dimple | Peter H. keeps his locker from jamming | Rayven doesn't to listen to sleeping with sirens | Margaret gets a bad grade | Olivia doesn't love soccer | Johnny and CJ don't say "oooh kill em" |
| Aliya stops playing field hockey | Burke doesn't act                    | Sarah H. doesn't like gerbils    | Jay isn't friendly               | Oshika doesn't play draw | Ben K. doesn't play lacrosse | Adrian is bad at math | Elise and Erin don't Irish step dance | Catherine is bad at sports | Libby doesn't like to run |
| Liviya hates Mexico            | Alyson isn't a good drawer           | Kelly doesn't drink tea          | Michael L. hates football        | Midori can't speak more than one language | Peter M. and Thomas don't like science | Mireille's name is pronounced correctly by a sub | Emily M. doesn't dance | Molly talks too much |
| Bella is bad at fencing        | Will hates orange                    | Siobhan hates hockey             | Megan isn't obsessed with Justin Beiber | Hallie doesn't ride horses | Henry N. is mean | Alex hates Redbull | Zach becomes an evil villain | Chris stops skiing | Tim is bad at social studies |
| Jillian wears heels to school  | Luke doesn't have curly hair         | Wyatt and Gavin aren't friends   | Charlie doesn't know how to use a computer | Jonathan stops wearing snapback hats | Jared doesn't sing | Blayney stops doing his math homework in class | Brenna doesn't go to Starbucks | Virginia doesn't raise her hand in class | Jaeden doesn't sell tons of fruit |
| Maddie S. isn't laughing      | Liah's hair looks bad                | Aliyah isn't obsessed with Bruno Mars | Amy stops wearing scarves        | Anna Sh. isn't sassy | Oliver isn't Chad | Matt S. stops shopping at Urban Outfitters | Isabel S. isn't in a saddle | Hannah becomes a blonde | Anna S. doesn't have long hair |
| Ben T. doesn't draw on the board during homeroom | Jack U. stops getting his hair | Sativa has straight hair | Danielle has bad handwriting      | Payton doesn't look like her sister Fallon | Eva becomes a cowgirl | Aaron sings opera | Michael W. becomes an Olympic gymnast | Emma-Sofia is a bad figure skater | Jeffrey is bad at soccer |
That will be the day when...

Bobby A- isn’t wearing Timberlands... Michael A- is loud in class... Ryan B- isn’t fabulous... Santi B- is bad at guitar... Zella B- doesn’t wear Uggs... Daisy B- hates Vans... Ryan B- is bad at football... Aiden B- has a pencil... Nikki B- can’t sing... Amanda B- isn’t sarcastic... Kylee B- doesn’t ski... Nory B- doesn’t like to read... Aidan C- doesn’t own bacon socks... Alex C- isn’t a Miami Heat fan... Emma C- doesn’t have energy... Oliver C- doesn’t wear leather coats... Max C- is wearing long pants... Regina CN- has short hair... Caroline C- hates dessert... James D- doesn’t skateboard... Michael D- can’t play basketball... Ben D- isn’t good at Scratch... Molly D- isn’t good at lacrosse... Logan D- can’t play soccer... Tim D- doesn’t like Lord of the Rings... Fiona D- doesn’t laugh... Kendall E- isn’t talkative... Izzie F- has a Boston accent... Cooper F- has small feet... Davidson F- has straight hair... Joe F- isn’t the tallest person in class... Jake F- isn’t outgoing in gym... Nick G- isn’t wearing a snapback... Ian G- doesn’t bike... Emma G- doesn’t figure skate... Rebecca G- doesn’t have colored hair... Jason G- doesn’t tie sweaters around his waist... Lukas G- doesn’t swim... Chris G- doesn’t have neon shoes... Madi G- doesn’t like Teen Wolf... Ben G- doesn’t like the Spice Girls... Addison H- doesn’t sing... Alex H- isn’t injured... Olivia H- doesn’t Irish step dance... Jonathan H- doesn’t have awesome hair... Lucy H- isn’t bubbly... Alexandra H- doesn’t wear pink... Trevor H- can’t play baseball... Sam H- doesn’t own red pants... Julia J- doesn’t eat pickles... Iris J- isn’t confident... Aryaman J- doesn’t like the “Swag” song... Willow K- isn’t friends with Hannah L-... Sarah K- doesn’t like One Direction... Olivia K- doesn’t wear a bow... Daisy K- doesn’t smile... Spencer K- doesn’t wear sweatpants... Alexis K- doesn’t draw... Emily K- doesn’t like John Green’s books... Claudia K- is a slow runner... Chloe K- doesn’t wear hats... Maddie L- is bad at basketball... Hannah L- isn’t friends with Willow L-... Ella L- has long hair... Jake L- raises his hand... Ellie L- doesn’t have nice teeth... Joe L- hates sharks... Paola L- hates Harry Potter... David L- isn’t making jokes... Erin M- has large ankles... Liam M- doesn’t like hockey... Rebecca M- isn’t good at gymnastics... Olivia M- hates soccer... Zeba M- doesn’t stop talking... Lucy M- doesn’t like marine life... Gisselle M- calls Mr. Shattuck by his real name... Lukas M- isn’t kind... Shea M- is mean... Ted M- isn’t a sloth... Lauren M- doesn’t love ducks... Jackson M- doesn’t know Mojo B... Justin M- is bad at science... Katie M- isn’t crafty... Morgan M- doesn’t play soccer... Ruchi N- doesn’t get along with others... Emma N- hates skiing... Dominic N- doesn’t wear black... Andrea O- hates video games... CJ O- doesn’t wear hats... Mats O- is bad at sports... Seiji O- isn’t good at geography... Nick O- is appropriate... Sam P- cuts his hair... Bridget P- doesn’t sing in class... Jonah P- hates tennis... Jack P- doesn’t act like a politician... Luke P- doesn’t walk like a soldier... Kerri P- doesn’t knit... Sophie P- isn’t a unicorn... Adam R- isn’t Batman... Julian RV- doesn’t play saxophone... Kat R- doesn’t wear a trash bag... Breton R- refers to himself in the first person... Madison R- doesn’t have on jewelry... Bobby S- can’t speak Spanish... Kristin S- hates elephants... Paul S- isn’t a good student... Ethan S- hates hockey... Maria S- doesn’t play basketball... Lili S- has bad handwriting... Mariya S- doesn’t like Katy Perry... Isabel S- doesn’t listen to music... Avi S- is short... Claire S- isn’t enthusiastic... Jack S- stops shuffling... Eyan S- doesn’t have a part time job... Amanda T- is a bad artist... Liv V- doesn’t ask good questions... Sofia V- Doesn’t like F.R.I.E.N.D.S... Maddy V- is bad at soccer... Nuffi W- has curly hair... Nicole W- doesn’t watch Sherlock... Rachael W- is bad at photography... Charles W- likes LeBron James... Sylvie W- can’t dance... Abby W- hates pitbulls... Susie W- hates dogs... Julia W- isn’t eating in class... Mingxi W- can’t draw well... Caroline Z- isn’t reading a book in class... April Z- has ugly clothes... Jack Z- doesn’t leave his lunchbox.
BAD PUNS

I stayed up all night to see where the sun went. Then it dawned on me.

I did a theatrical performance about puns. It was a play on words.

I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.

Haunted French pancakes give me the crepes.

What's the definition of a will? (Come on, it's a dead giveaway!)

Venison for dinner again? Oh deer!

When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds.

Without geometry, life is pointless.

I got a job at a bakery because I kneaded dough.

Did you hear about the cross-eyed teacher who lost her job because she couldn't control her pupils?
Teacher Quotes

“Vodka doesn’t exist” - Mr. Davidson

“Hand me the schmutz” - Ms. Penniston

(On Mondays) “Have a good weekend” - Mr. Cellucci

“How we all doin’ today? Good?” - Ms. Kinney

“Go to class” - Ms. Scheid

“Follow the arrows” - Mr. Stern

“HW is to watch the Red Sox” = Mr. Crowley

“Hell, no” - Mr. Wenstrom

“The Nub” = Mr. Cadigan

“Wham” - Mr. Rainey
Talia Horse Jumper
Alyssa- Potato Farmer
Owen- Country Singer
Henry B- Plumber
Mark B- Soccer Goalie
Willa B- Horse trainer
Matthew B- Truck driver
Tucker- A Tucker
Rosie- Pro Hockey Player
Thomas- Scientist
Peter B- Bruins Player
Michael B- Olympian
Sara B- Model
Caroline- Fangirl
Jason-Einstein
Jackson- Pizza Delivery Man
Luis- Supervillain
Laurie- Acrobat
Chao- Mathematician
Henry C- Long Boarder
Alfred- Officer
Jeff C- JJ the Jet Plane
Scott- The Next Judge Judy
Lizzie- Cupcake Store Owner
Meghan C- Librarian
Robert- Principal
Maggie- Tennis Player
Mark D- Farmer
Michael D- Skier
Lauren D- Housewife
Jack E- Pro Baseball Player
Chloe F- Artist
Rebecca F- Secretary
Sarah F- Broadway Star
Sophie- Spanish Teacher
Erin- Cat Wrangler
Izzy F- Guidance Counselor
Emily G- Famous Equestrian
Andrew- Receptionist
Zoe- Cartoonist
Maddy G- Therapist
Calissa- Ballerina
Gavin- Wrestler
Kehdron- Batman
Phoebe- Goalie
Jake- Actor
Lauren H- Veterinarian
Peter H- Soccer Referee
Rayven- Ninja
Margaret- Track Star
Olivia- Soccer Coach
Johnny- Football Player
Libby- Makeup Artist
Aliya- Basketball Player
Burke- Voice Over Actor
Sarah H- Clarinet Player
CJ- Rapper
Jay- Guitar Teacher
Oshika- Animator
Ben K- Male Nurse
Adrian- Grocery Clerk
Elise- Irish Step Dancer
Catherine- Pro Athlete
Toby- Salesman
Liviya- Bagel Maker
Allison- Sketch Artist
Kelly- Pro Swimmer
Michael L- Pilot
Midori- Translator
Peter M- Inventor
Mireille- Instagrammer
Emily M- Yoga Instructor
Molly- Science Teacher
Tim- Harry Potter
Bella- A Cow Girl
Will- Superhero
Siobhan- Hockey Teacher
Megan M- Personal Trainer
Hallie- Barn Owner
Henry N- Dentist
Alex- Constructor
Zach- Pro Basketball
Chris- Surfer
Charlotte- Dog trainer
Jillian- Gymnast
Luke- Social Studies Teacher
Julia- Starbucks Worker
Wyatt- Comedian
Charlie- Computer Pro
Jonathan- Pet Trainer
Jared- DJ
Blayney- Landscaper
Brenna- Pro Soccer Player
Virginia- School Teacher
Jaeden- Pharmacist
Maddie S- 911 Operator
Lia- Insurance Agent
Aliyeh- Magazine Designer
Amy- Clothes Designer
Anna Sh- D&D Worker
Oliver- Chad
Matt S- Filmer
Isabel S- Horse Show Judge
Hannah- Movie Director
Anna Sy- Family Therapist
Ben T- Drummer
Jack- Hair Stylist
Sativa- English Teacher
Danielle- Writer
Payton- Judge
Eva- Lawyer
Aaron- Webpage Designer
Michael W- Banker
Emma-Sofia- Skating Teacher
Jeffrey- Doctor
Sanborn Prophecies

Bobby A Movie Critic
Michael A Store clerk
Ryan B Big Brother actor
Santi B Professional Hacker
Zella B Waitress
Daisy B Eminem’s Wife
Ryan B Patriots player
Aiden B Male Nurse
Nikki B Broadway Singer
Amanda B - Wedding Planner
Kylie B - La x Player
Nori B Librarian
Aidan C Chef
Alex C Cello player
Emma C Preschool Teacher
Oliver C Farmer
Max C - Bus driver
Regina C N Writer
Caroline C Breakers Player
James D Skateboarder
Michael D Basketball player
Ben D Graphic Designer
Molly D Soccer Player
Logan D Math Teacher
Tim D Hobbit
Piona D Actress
Kendall E Talkshow host
Izzie F - Britains Got Talent
Cooper F - Physical Therapist
Davison F - Trumpet player
Joseph F - Web Designer
Jakob F - NBA BB Player
Nick G - Mattress designer
Ian G - Ice cream scooper
Emma G - figure skater
Rebecca G - Hair stylist
Jason G - Dentist
Lukas G - Swimmer
Chris G - 911 Operator
Madi G - Vermont farmer
Ben G - Spice girl
Addison H - Pop Star
Alex H - Pharmacist
Olivia H - Irish Step dancer
Jonathan H Google worker

Lucy H - School Psychologist
Alexandra H - Nurse
Trevor H - Toyota salesman
Sam H - Racecar driver
Julia J - Bird watcher
Iris J - Family therapist
Aryaman J - Soccer Player
Willow K - Kitten Tamer
Sarah K - Fan girl
Olivia K - Violinist
Daisy K - Cake decorator
Jared K - Scientist
Spencer K - Patriots
Alexis K - Professional drawer
Emily K - Doctor
Claudia K - Olympic runner
Chloe K - Horse rider
Maddie L - Basketball player
Hannah L - Eye Doctor
Sam L - Cook
Ella L - Video Game Designer
Jake L - Historian
Ellie L - Panda farmer
Joe L - Shark tamer
Paola L - Detective
David L - Comedian
Erin M - Jeaproady champion
Liam M - Hockey Player
Rebecca M - Gymnast
Olivia M - Brandy Melville worker
Zeba M - Candy store worker
Lucy M - Marine biologist
Gisselle M - Zoo keeper
Lukas M Drummer
Shea M - Pizza guy
Ted M - Sloth
Lauren M - Librarian
Jackson M - Steve Jobs
Justin M - Mathlete
Katie M - Vet
Morgan M - Business women
Ruchi N - Soccer player
Emma N - Nutella company owner
Dominic N - Priest
Andrej O - Thief

CJ O Rapper
Mats O - Police Officer
Seiji O - Cheese inspector
Nick O - Voice animator
Sam P - Fisher
Bridget P - Starbucks worker
Jonah P - Bruins Player
Jack P - GB Packers coach
Luke P - Warrior
Kerri P - Spanish tutor
Sophie P - Unicorn
Adam R - Competitive sleeper
Julian RV Dictator
Kat R - Hair dresser
Breton R - Comic book writer
Madison R - Yoga Instructor
Bobby S - Chipotle worker
Kristin S - Elephant trainer
Paul S - NBA coach
Ethan S - Hockey Coach
Maria S - Science teacher
Lili S - College Professor
Mariya S - Smurf
Isabel S - Youtuber
Ava S - Shoe model
Claire S - Surf shop owner
Jonathan S - Scholar
Eyan S - Trix yogurt promoter
Amanda T - Cartoonist
Liv V - Buisness manager
Sophia V - Delia’s employee
Maddy V - Olympic Soccer Player
Nuffi W - Build a Bear employee
Nicole W - Math teacher
Rachael W - Photographer
Charles W - Math Tutor
Sylvie W - Professional flute player
Abby W - Preschool teacher
Susie W - Panda
Julia W - Doctor
Sissi W Artist
Caroline Z - Flute player
April Z - Blogger
Jack Z - Principal
Natalia Aley  
Robert Arad  
Alyssa Atkinson  
Michael Avakian  
Owen Bailey  
Ryan Baker  
Zack Basters  

Henry Beguelin  
Mark Behnam  
Santiago Benoit  
Zella Bergman  
Daisy Bex  
Ryan Bishop  
Wilhelmina Blake  

Aiden Boho  
Nicolette Bott  
Matthew Bondrot  
Amanda Bovoso  
Kylee Bowen  
Tucker Boynton  
Rosa Braceras  

Thomas Brockway  
Peter Bruning  
Elinor Buck  
Michael Burke Jr.  
Sara Buschman  
Aidan Campbell  
Caroline Canally  

Alejandro Canino  
Emma Cannistraro  
Oliver Carlson  
Maxwell Carnathan  
Regina Casimiro-Nunez  
Jason Chadwick  
Jackson Clumpay  

Luca Chiodo  
Laurel Chen  
Chao Cheng  
Henry Christiansen  
Alfred Close  
Jeffrey Cohen  
Scott Crosby  

Ms. Funaki  
Math  

Mr. Rainey  
Social Studies
Ms. Kinney
English

Mr. Davidson
Science
2014 8th Grade Washington Trip
Maroon & Gold Day
The Class I Wish I Had

The Sleep Class

The funky socks class

The Texting class

Gum-chewing class

Cupcake class

“students teach” class

Pizza class

Netflix Class
Band, Chorus, and Orchestra
Do’s

Fridays

Skiing / Snowboarding
Vacations
Frozen (Movie)
Nantucket Red Khakis
Messy Buns
Converse
Phones
Nike Socks
Dunkin Donuts
Candy
Sweaters and Leggings
Timberlands
Patagonia
Vineyard Vines
Food Network
Sweatpants
Cats
Sports
Bean Boots
Ice Cream
Cupcakes
Dogs
Gum

Don’ts

Crocs
Jeggings
Stress out
Heavy makeup
Shorts and UGGS
School uniforms
Almond Joy
Patterned socks
“It’s not you, It’s me”
Writing in highlighter
Flip phones
Swag
“My dog ate my homework.”
Vegetables
Hair extensions
Yolo
Turtlenecks
“We can still be friends, right?”
Pants and skirts together
Concord Middle School Presents...

SHREK...THE MUSICAL
Congrats to cast, crew, pit, staff, and Kevin

Dedicated to our custodians, the SPED teaching staff, and the CPS School Committee!!
PICK UP LINES

If beauty were a time, you'd be eternity.
Someone should call the police because you just stole my heart!
Do you have a map? I'm getting lost in your eyes!
I thought happiness started with H. Why does mine start with U?
If I were a superhero, I'd be your man.
You shouldn't were makeup! It's messing with perfection!
You're so beautiful that you made me forget my pickup line.
Excuse me, I think you have something in your eye. Oh wait, it's just a sparkle.

Hey... Didn't I see your name in the dictionary under "Shazaam"?
Are you the square root of negative one? 'Cause you can't be real!
If kisses were snowflakes, I'd send you a blizzard.
You're like a dictionary ... you add meaning to my life.
Hi, I'm Mr. Right. Someone said you were looking for me.
You are so sweet you are giving me a toothache.
You must be Jamaican, because Jamaican me crazy!

Are you an alien? Because you just abducted my heart.
Which one of the Spice girls are you?
I was so enchanted by your beauty that I ran into the wall over there. So I am going to need your name and number for insurance purposes.

Remember me? Oh, that's right, I've met you only in my dreams.
ALYSSA A., MICHAEL W., MARK B., AND BELLA M. HAD A RUBBER BAND WAR...CHAO KICKED A BALL INTO THE LIGHT AND IT ALMOST FELL...JAKE CHALLENGED EVERYONE TO ARM WRESTLING...
A CLOCK FELL ON WYATT...JOHNNY DIP DYED HIS HAIR YELLOW...MICHAEL LEVINGER’S SPECIAL FONT...MADDY G. WOULDN’T SIT DOWN IN MATH...CATHERINE HATED CHILDREN...ALFRED SET THE MICROWAVE ON FIRE...LAUREN H. SPILLED CRAISINS EVERYWHERE...RAYVEN SPILLED HOT WATER ON PHEOBE...CJ AND BEN K. SAID “KILL ‘EM”...HENRY B. ALMOST PASSED OUT ON MAROON AND GOLD DAY... MS. FRIZZELL SAID TALIA AND JACKSON WOULD BE A GOOD COUPLE...JARED PLAYED HIS MUSIC IN FRONT OF THE WHOLE GRADE...TUCKER WOULDN’T STOP WHISTLING THE HUNGER GAMES THEME...
LUIS’S FAVORITE THING WAS HIS ELECTRIC SCREWDRIVER...ELISE AND ISABEL S. WOULDN’T STOP SINGING PINA COLODA...IT WAS SCOTT’S BIRTHDAY...EMMA-SOFIA WON GOLD IN FIGURE SKATING...ANNA SH. DISLOCATED HER ELBOW...CAROLINE AND SIOBHAN WERE FIELD HOCKEY CAPTAINS...ZOE STRAIGHTENED HER HAIR...PETER B. BEAT EVERYONE IN FLOOR HOCKEY...MATT S. TOOK OVER SPANISH CLASS...
HALLIE MADE AN AMAZING FRENCH BAKERY FOR FRENCH CLASS...MARK D. HAD A ZIPPER POCKET ON HIS SHIRT...LIZZY AND LAUREN D. SANG FROZEN SONGS IN YEARBOOK...JASON AND OWEN SANG COUNTRY SONGS ON THE BUS...IZZY F, SARAH F, AND MADDIE L. DID BETTER FOR THE SOLE AFTER GYM...
EMILY M. HAD SURGERY ON HER FOOT...CHLOE AND THE DAD CLAN...WILLA ALMOST KNOCKED OVER THE FRENCH ROOM PROJECTOR CARRYING A DESK ON HER HEAD...JACK E. WORE SHORTS YEAR ROUND...
ERIN GOT INTO BADMINTON IN GYM CLASS...CALISSA WAS CLARA IN THE NUTCRACKER...KEHDRON WORE HIS BATMAN COSTUME TO GYM...LAURIE AND JILLIAN MADE AMAZING ORIGAMI...BURKE WAS SHREK...MADDIE S., BRENNA, MIREILLE, LIA, MAGGIE, ANDAMY HAD FOOTSIE FRIDAY...
Remember When...

Tim D. yelled, “Expelliarmus!” in art class ~ Alex C. banged his head against a cello ~ Aryaman J. fell off the stage during Twelve Angry Men filming ~ We did the bean dipper activity ~ Trevor H. and Alex H. taught Madame Sawicki’s son how to play basketball ~ Jackson M. went inside a volcano in sixth grade ~ Ben G., Paul S., and Charles W. wore dresses for their I Feel Pretty performance ~ Kristen S. wore 30 shirts on Maroon and Gold Day ~ Christopher G. named his future child Gofres ~ Claire S. talked about her love for Justin Bieber in health class ~ We all had to use a wheelchair in Applied Technology ~ Olivia M. caught an eraser in her mouth in math class ~ Michael D. was bitten by a squirrel at Merrowvista ~ Sylvie W. wore footie pajamas on Maroon and Gold Day ~ Lucy H. went on “trial” ~ Adam R. was a model student in math class ~ Dominic N. wore a mask on picture day ~ Bobby S. asked Ms. Penniston to dance with him (and she said yes) ~ Cris O. spent an entire period in the wrong social studies class ~ Nick G. grabbed the top of a door frame, fell, and got a concussion ~ Rebecca G. popped a balloon in health class ~ Zella B. lived in France for a year ~ Seiji O. wore a rainbow afro ~ Iris J. tried to hug Mr. Robbins, and he didn’t let her ~ The school gave the 6th and 7th graders laptops and didn’t give them to us ~ Mats O. shaved his head ~ Mr. Lin threatened to take away Halloween ~ Michael D. caught every ball with one hand when we play Nukum in gym class ~ Nikki B. and Sofia V. named a bunny at Drumlin Farm ~ Ms. Penniston stopped Logan D.’s hiccupping during a test by making him repeat his name ~ A spider crawled out of Julia J’s sandwich ~ Ms. Penniston took some of April Z.’s popcorn ~ Lucy J., Nancy J. and Tyler N. joined our school ~ Kylee B. went skiing in Colorado Addison H., Paola L., Madi G., Ben D., Jonah H., and Ella L. created a beautiful village in English class ~ Cooper F. talked about the size of his feet ~ Jared K. dressed up as a mad scientist ~ Luke P. made an amazing bus station for Spanish ~ Kat R. wore a trash bag ~ Sam L. was a magic
OLD TRENDS

Silly bands
Internet Explorer
Kidz Bop
Slap Watches
Stick on Earrings
Heelies
Sketchers
Webkinz
iPhone 3
Crocs
Choker Necklaces
Abercrombie
Pajama Jeans
Flip Phones
Take-a-part Erasers
Scrunchies
Short Yoga Pants
Skorts
Google Buzz
Gameboy
Temporary Tattoos
Tie Dye Shirts
Tomagotchi
Pokémon
Cooties
Neopets
Hannah Montana
Barney
Fannypacks
Powerrangers
Yo Yo's
Disney Channel
Blackberry
iPod Classic
Rat Tails
Scooters
Mohawks
Ripsticks
iPad 1
Mr.Potato Head
Legos
Tri-Cycles
Birthday Parties
Vampires
Werewolves
Piñatas
Trix
iCarly
Suite Life of Zack and Cody
Pogo Sticks
PET PEEVES

When people chew with their mouths open
When people talk while you are presenting
When people slurp their drinks
Those people who relate everything to themselves
People who talk really loud
Those people who complain about getting 90’s for assignments
Teachers who explain their jokes
People who try to be cool
People who act cool
Teachers who talk about their lives more than they teach
Teachers (or any adult) who try to be “hip”
Students who don’t listen and get everyone else in trouble
People who get away with everything in class
People who hate their artwork when it is amazing
People who repeat questions just asked
People who constantly click their pens
People who over use words
People who play their music so everyone can hear it
People who text in class
People who make fun of their teachers during class
People who think it it “cool” to be mean
People who blame others for something they did
People who are sarcastic 24/7
People who take 5 minutes to sharpen their pencil
The noise the pen makes when you write on the ActivBoard
People who type really loudly
Teachers in their past lives

Ms. Penniston = Queen of England

Ms Harmon = Pats Cheerleader

Mr. Robbins = Lawyer

Mr. D = Football Player

Ms. F.D. = Doctor

Mrs. Moss = Roy G. Biv

Mrs. Pfaffenbach = Environmentalist

Mr. Rainey = Dog Trainer

Ms. Bjerke = Snow Queen

Ms. Stockwood = Soccer player

Ms. Chioto = Waitress

Ms. Frizzell = Lacrosse athlete

Mr. Wenstrom = World famous guitarist

Mrs. Funaki = Auctioneer

Mrs. Plante = English Teacher

Ms. McDermot = Chef

Mr. Stern = Chihuahua

Ms. Bochicchio = Animal Caretaker

Ms. Shea = Interior Designer

Ms. Kinney = Lacrosse player

Mr. Shattuck = Rocket Scientist

Mr. Cellucci = Red Sox Player
Seventh Graders - Houses II & V
"I've got the answers, what about you"?

"Those books sure look heavy"!

"These big numbers are driving me crazy"!

WHAT WERE THEY THINKING??????

"TALK... TO... THE... HAND"!!!

"We're members of the Ms. Shea look-alike club"!

"I left my stuffed lion at home today"! : <

"We finally found it, the Justice we've been looking for"!

"Who ordered the large cheese pizza"?

"I told you I could make you laugh first"!!
The Lost that was Never Found

Someone lost a harp

Baby Phat?

1774 called, they want their hat back.

What kind of fanny pack is this?

What does this even mean?
Candids Around The Middle School
Eighth Grade
Would You Rather...

eat worms or centipides
have no phones or no computers
wear winter clothes all year round or summer clothes all year
have school at 5 in the morning or 5 in the evening
have no feet or no arms
be stranded on an island all alone or be with one person in a desert
be a failing actor or failing singer
live an average life and be forgotten or live a very short life but go down in history
go way back in time and meet your ancestors or go to the future and meet your future family
win the lottery or 200 years without looking bad
go to hogwarts or camp halfblood
get 50,000 dollars legally or 1 million dollars illegally
have a zombie apocalypse or have a world war three
be able to talk with animals or speak every language ever created
live in a world with no problems or where you rule
have no one go to your funeral or to your wedding
know the cause of your death or the date of your death
free itunes forever or free dunkin donuts forever
be the richest person on earth or be immortal
be fluent in every language or be a master at every instrument
go deaf in one ear or go blind in one eye
AMERICAN EAGLE
BREAKING BAD
CONVERSE
DESPIRABLE ME
EMINEM
FAMILY GUY
GOOGLE
HUNGER GAMES
INSTAGRAM
JORDANS
KARDASHIANS
LORDE
MODERN FAMILY

NETFLIX
ONE DIRECTION
PARKS AND REC
QUIZNOS
REEBOK
SNAPCHAT
TWITTER
URBAN OUTFITTERS
VANS
WALKING DEAD
XBOX 1
YOUTUBE
ZAPPOS
Sixth Grade - Houses I & IV
#ORNNAH  S/o to Frizzell  S/o to YOLO  S/o to Chainz representing Ecuador's finest  S/o to BME
S/o to Breaking Bad!  S/o to Aatonito  S/o to Bernie Wenstrom  ZAAAAAYUM
S/o Robert and his vinyard vines sweatshirt  IM DA BES!  Haviar at the 711 graveyard shift
S/o to Phoebe Hall  S/o to all the dead unicorns used to make CMS possible  S/o to Mr. Burrows  S/o to brobillard18
-Aliya Huseni  S/o my arms for always hanging by me
Shoutout to Canada  From Jake
-Chad  To Steven Rileys fumbles  #fahdayz
Maggie Dorr, I will ask you at semi, I love you
-Your Secret Admirer
S/o 2 Kris Norton  S/o to Leviii
S/o to nino! keep on working hard!  S/o to Reikofun and our great chats #melekelekekmaka
"There are always potatoes underground, you just need to find them" -Will Meehan 2014
S/o to paypayv #yourbracesareragin' -you know who!
To vryan no la taera?  S/o to Lil_cheeta_boy_hud
S/o to Aaron Hernandez  S/o to my cat for keeping me off the streets -Erin Fitzgerald 2014
-Wyatt Pasco  To Jaeden, You have a perm dont deny it
S/o to @plante and @reikofun  -Phoebe H and Aliya H
To Megan Murphy you'll always be a smurf to me xoxo anonymous
S/o to Rainey's beard
S/o to Daniella Monet
S/o to Reikofun and our great chats #melekelekekmaka
S/o to my mains #litaliaamybrenannahannahmireelleoliviaandmaddie
S/o to canally! Nolan is forever in our hearts! xoxo you know who
HUD DIDDY  Maggie Dorr, The big dee!
S/o to Jen Morran and her keurig a big s/o to NOLAN
S/o to Erin this is philip he's got something to say
Lee and boo take rainbow looming
S/o to Daniella Monet  S/o to Smorrissey
S/o to Sophie Fisher you'll always be a fish to me xoxo anonymous
S/o to canally! Nolan is forever in our hearts! xoxo you know who
Nolan is forever in our hearts! xoxo you know who
S/o to Evalious the llama yolder
Whether it's a simple smile or a bellowing hello, Mr. Bozak is always there to cheer up the students and staff at Peabody. He has dedicated twenty-nine years of his life to maintaining several of the buildings in the Concord Public School System. Before coming to CMS, he worked at Hanscom Field as a member of the Crash, Fire, Rescue Department, responding to aircraft emergencies. Mr. Bozak likes spending his free time away from CMS at his summer home on Moody Beach in Wells, Maine. There, he enjoys walking on the beach, riding his bike, and socializing with friends. He has two brothers and currently lives in his hometown of Waltham, MA. One of Mr. Bozak's best qualities is the fact that he likes to treat everybody the way he wants to be treated, with respect. For these reasons, Mr. Bozak deserves one of our CMS dedications.

Libraries are full of knowledge and information, but they are also full of fantastic stories. The same is true with Ms. Gioia, one of our wonderful librarians who has worked as a CMS staff member for 27 years. She was raised on a farm in Stow with her brother and sister, and then later in Sudbury. After high school, she went to George Washington University in Washington D.C. Ms. Gioia used to work as an art director and a graphic designer before coming to CMS. Her two boys both went to CMS and CCHS. Ms. Gioia worked at the Peabody library for 19 years, but has now worked at the Sanborn library for 8 years. She enjoys hiking, snow-shoeing (she has travelled the Trans-Siberian Railway), reading, cooking and archaeology in her free time. You may think the books are the only great stories in the library, but Ms. Gioia is definitely another one.


Peabody
Sanborn